
 

 

Osio Sotto (BG), June 2016 

To Whom It May Concern  

IMPORTANT INFORMATION – SOLAS 

VERIFIED GROSS MASS EFFECTIVE FROM 1 ST JULY 2016 (B/L DATE) 

 

In November 2014, the International Maritime Organization adopted an amendment to the Safety of Life at 
Sea convention (SOLAS) regarding mandatory container weight verification. The amendment applied to all 
member states who will, in turn, adopt it into their own national law. Each country will provide its own 
guidelines for the implementation. In Italy, it will be effective from July 1st 2016 B/L date. 

IS IMPORTANT TO KNOW: 

- Is under shipper (mentioned in B/L) responsibility to obtain and provide the Verified Gross Mass 
(VGM) of each shipment to the ocean carrier and terminal operator, in accordance with local 
government guidelines and before carrier’s cut off. For third party shipments, please ask further 
information to our Customer Service Department insales@tecnofreight.it  

- Tolerance +/- 3 percent. 
- Fines, unless the Law Violation constitutes or represents specific or more serious crime, for every 

irregularity in the shipping document (declaration VGM) may be considered. Discrepancies may be 
prosecutable and shipper held responsible according to civil and criminal Law (Italy). 

- Inspections will be done on random basis. 
- If shipper does NOT provide VGM, container WON’T be accepted for GATE IN and BOARDING. 
- Cut off for VGM is prior vessel cut off, shipper has to be sensitized about this. They should provide 

at loading time without delays. Be aware many Italian Port terminals required this information prior 
Gate In instead of cut off, this means VGM has to be provided as soon as container stuffing is 
finished and without any delay from shipper, otherwise container will NOT accepted for Gate In and 
all relevant cost for demurrages, lift, etc. may apply. 

- In case of discrepancy between the communicated gross mass and actual gross mass, carrier should 
any time roll over/discharge/dispose/abandon or re-stow the container or suspend the voyage at its 
sole discretion and any associated costs that will arise (including but not limited to: weight or 
reweight, additional lifts, storages, demurrages, gates charges, etc.) will be on shipper account. Take 
note some carriers announce also penalties for the same, amount change from each company. 

- VGM records to be maintained till the end of voyage, for a minimum period of 3 months. 

The Verified Gross Mass can be obtained, using two different methods: 

Method 1) Using calibrated and certified equipment, the shipper or a third party duly appointed by the 
shipper weighs the packed container at the end of the stuffing operation once the seal is affixed. 
 

Method 2)  The shipper or a third party, by arrangement of the shipper, weighs all packages, cargo items, 
pallets, dunnage and other packing and securing material and adds the tare mass of the container. The total 
sum finally obtained is the weight to be provided. This method is subject to certification and approval by the 
competent authority of the State in which the packing and sealing of the container was completed. Only 
certified ISO 9001 / ISO 28000 or AEO are allowed to use this method. 
 



 

Is important to consider that most of shipments has to be handled using Method 1, and effective date 
coincide with summer peak season period, certainly causing delay at weighing stations and Gate In terminals 
congestions, trucking delays, and charges that are not in out of our control and cannot be expect in advance. 

 

Further to above, main discussion point remains Ex-Works and FCA terms, as per EXW Incoterm the 
transport documents are not under shipper responsibility and shipper can refuse to provide VGM or to take 
care of all charges for weighing and submission of VGM. Meanwhile for FCA depend on additional 
condition of the incoterm (FCA … (place agreed), but can be a problem as well. Is important to inform your 
clients who handle cargoes from Italy on EXW/FCA basis about this new procedures and charges. There’s 
NO WAY to move container without VGM.  

In case shipper refuse to provide VGM, SOLAS procedure allow a third party company to handle container 
weighing and VGM submission following procedure. We Tecnofreight with our national network can 
support receivers with this service. Costs and fees if required, will be informed case by case, or agreed in 
long terms for regular traffics/clients. It will be necessary to receive mandate from receiver/agent for us to 
provide for weighing and VGM submission. WE ARE NOT ALLOWED TO PROCEED WITHOUT 
OFFICIAL MANDATE FROM ONE OF PARTIES INVOLVED (SHIPPER/RECEIVER/AGENT) as 
necessary to keep in file record as expected. Next days we’ll provide you a format that will be necessary in 
case we have to handle VGM procedure on receiver behalf. 

Some exporters, agree to provide VGM but is NOT the rule. In case your clients wants VGM to be handled 
by shippers, we strongly recommend they take agreement directly with them since negotiation and includes 
in the buying contract the clause reading SOLAS – VGM compliance at shipper’s care and account. 

Meanwhile for LCL cargoes, NVOCC/Co-loader has to use method 1. There will be a fixed fee for VGM 
procedure that will be notified next days by coleaders; each one is applying in a different way based on 
destination. Please check with export sales department for cost at quotation time. 

 

We STRONGLY recommend to forward/notify and clarify with your clients promptly. 

 

If you need some further information/clarification please do not hesitate to contact our Export Customer 
Service. 

 

 

Best Regards, 

Tecnofreight SRL 


